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Abstract
Regression specifications in applied econometrics frequently employ regressors
that are defined as the product of two other regressors to form an interaction.
Unfortunately, the interpretation of the results of these models is not as straight forward
as in the linear case. In this paper, we present a method for drawing inferences for
interaction models by defining the partial influence function. We present an example
that demonstrates how one may draw new inferences by constructing the confidence
intervals for the partial influence functions based on the traditional published findings
for regressions with interaction terms.
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Introduction

Regression models with interaction effects are often proposed to allow for the
marginal effect of one explanatory variable to depend on another. The interpretation of
the marginal effects depends on the choice of a value for the interacted regressors. We
demonstrate that the graph of the partial influence function and its confidence interval
can be used to both establish the level of the effect of these regressors as well as provide
the appropriate tests of hypotheses. Section 2 defines the partial influence function.
Section 3 describes how confidence intervals for the partial influence function are
equivalent to the confidence bounds found using the Fieller technique and can be used
to draw appropriate inference from a regression with interaction terms. An application
of this technique using the information from a previously published paper is presented
in Section 4. Our conclusions are presented in Section 5
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The Partial Influence of Interacted Regressors

Consider the model:
y = β1 + β2 x + β3 w + β4 xw + β5 z1 + Lβ k zk -4 + ε

(1)

= Xβ + ε
where y is the (T × 1) vector of observations on the dependent variable, X is the

(T × k ) matrix of explanatory variables consisting of a constant,

x, w, xw, and other

k

regressors ∑ z j-4 and ε is the (T × 1) vector of disturbance terms where
j=5

ε ~ (0T ×1 , σ2 IT ×T ) . The OLS estimators for the parameters are βˆ = ( X′X) −1 X′Y ,
σˆ 2 = ε′ε (T − k ) . Under the usual assumptions, the parameter estimates are

(

)

−1
asymptotically normally distributed according to βˆ ~ N β, σ 2 ( X′X ) .

When x and w are both continuous variables, the marginal effect of a change in x
is defined as:1
1

∂E ( y x , w )
∂x

= β2 + β4 w

(2)

If x is a dummy variable and w is a continuous variable, we define the difference in the
regression equation when x =1 and when x = 0 as:
ΔE ( y x , w )
Δx

= β2 + β4 w

(3)

The equations defined in (2) and (3) are the partial influence (PI) functions.
Typically when estimating a model such as (1) a researcher would test the
significance of the interaction term using the t-test of H 0 : β4 = 0, and a joint F-test of
H 0 : β2 = β4 = 0. Alternatively, one could construct the partial influence function (as (2)
or (3)) using the estimated values of the coefficients. However, using the partial
influence requires the choice of an appropriate value of the other regressor (w) at which
to evaluate it. One approach is to set the value of this other regressor to a particular
value, such as the mean. An alternative approach is to determine the value of w at
which

∂E ( y x , w )
∂x

= 0 or changes sign.

From (2), the value of w that results in

∂E ( y x , w )
∂x

= 0 is w* = − ββ24 and is estimated

ˆ
by wˆ * = − ββˆ 2 , where βˆ i are the OLS estimates of βi .2 In the next section we show how a
4

confidence interval for w* can be constructed using the Fieller method and how the
bounds of this interval are related to the usual regression parameter hypothesis tests.

3

Ratios of Parameters in Linear Regression

The Fieller method (Fieller 1932, 1954) provides a general procedure for
constructing confidence limits for statistics defined as ratios. Zerbe (1978) defines a
version of Fieller’s method in the regression context.
For w* = − ββ24 , a 100(1 − α)% confidence interval is determined by solving the

(

)

quadratic equation aw2 + 2bw + c = 0 , where a = βˆ 24 − tα22 σˆ 42 , b = − tα22 σˆ 24 − βˆ 2βˆ 4 ,
2

c = βˆ 22 − tα22 σˆ 22 ; σˆ i2 are the estimated variances of βˆ i2 (i=2,4), σ̂24 is the estimated
covariance between β̂2 and βˆ 4 , and tα22 is the α % critical value of the t-distribution
with T- k degrees of freedom. The two roots of the quadratic equation

( wL , wU ) = −b± ab −ac , define the confidence bounds of
2

(

)

(

w* . The parameters a, b and c are

)

(

)

equivalent to: a = σˆ 24 t42 − tα22 , b = −σˆ 2 σˆ 4 rtα22 − t2t4 and c = σˆ 22 t22 − tα22 , where
ˆ
ti = βi σˆi ; σˆ 24 = rσˆ 2σˆ 4 and r is the correlation between βˆ2 and βˆ4 .

Using the expressions for a, b and c

(b

2

(

)

2
− ac ) = tα22 σˆ 22 σˆ 24 ⎡( t2 − rt4 ) + (1 − r 2 ) t42 − tα22 ⎤ .
⎣
⎦

(4)

From (4) if a > 0, that is, t42 > tα22 then b 2 − ac > 0 , which implies that one can reject
H 0 : β4 = 0 at the α % level of significance. In this case a finite confidence interval can
be constructed (see also Buonaccorsi 1979). Alternatively, the resulting confidence
interval may be the complement of a finite interval when
interval may be the whole real line when

((b

2

((b

2

)

− ac ) > 0, a < 0 , or the

)

− ac ) < 0, a < 0 .

It is also interesting to note that when ( a < 0 ) and
F>

1
F
2 (1,T − k )

(5)

where F is the value of the test statistic from the hypothesis: H 0 : β2 = β4 = 0 , the
resulting confidence interval will be a complement of a finite interval. (See also
Scheffé 1970 and Zerbe 1982). This is the case when the coefficient on the interaction
term is not significant (since a < 0 implies that t42 < tα22 ) but there may still be regions of

w over which the partial influence function is significantly different from 0.

3

Hirschberg and Lye (2007) show that the confidence bounds can also be
obtained by plotting the 100(1 − α)% confidence bounds for the partial influence
function defined in (2) and (3) defined by:

(

)

CI = βˆ 2 + βˆ 4 w ± tα 2

( σˆ

2
2

+ 2wσˆ 24 + w2σˆ 42 )

(6)

An estimate of the value of w* ( ŵ* ) satisfies the relationship βˆ 2 + βˆ 4 wˆ * = 0 . Similarly,
the bounds defining the 100(1 − α)% confidence interval on w* are found by solving:

(βˆ

ˆ
2 + β4 w

)

2

- tα22 ( σˆ 22 + 2wσˆ 24 + w2σˆ 42 ) = 0

(7)

The solution for (7) is equivalent to the solution of the quadratic equation,
( aw2 + bw + c = 0 ), where a, b and c are defined as above.

4

Class Sizes Example

Numerous studies have examined the effect of class size on student
performance. Using interaction terms, the recent studies by Akerhielm (1995), Angrist
and Lavy (1999), Bonesrønning 2003 and Wöβmann and West (2006) have examined
how class size effects on student performance differ across subgroups, such as gender,
race, and socioeconomic class.
In this example, we follow Bonesrønning (2003) who estimates an education
production function using individual student data for Norwegian children aged 13 to 16.
To allow for possible gender differences an interaction between gender and class size is
used. In estimation, predicted class size is used as an instrument for class size.
Bonesrønning finds that the interaction term is significant at the 10% level of
significance (Table 2). In this case the partial influence function for the predicted
performance difference between males and females is:
ΔE ( y x , w )
Δx

= −2.53 + 0.11 CS

(8)

4

where CS is class size. We find that this relationship changes sign when

CS * = 2.53 0.11 = 23 .
The upper and lower bounds of the Fieller interval corresponding to

ΔE ( y x , w )
Δx

= 0 are

found by solving the equivalent expression to (7),

( −2.53 − 0.11CS )2 − tα2 ( (1.45)2 + 2r (1.45)( 0.06 ) CS + ( 0.11)2 CS 2 ) = 0 .
2

(9)

In order to apply (9) we require a value for r the correlation between the
parameter for class size as well as for the interaction of class size and gender. From the
reported difference in the R 2 between models with and without the interaction term we
can estimate the value of the F-statistic for the joint test of the coefficients on gender
and gender × class size =0. Although the model reported also includes a gender term,
the R 2 is appropriate to use as the gender t-stat equals 1. Then r is calculated from the
formula for the F-statistic for two restrictions given by the following relationship based
on the t-statistics of the two parameters:
⎛ ( t12 + t22 − 2rt1t2 ) ⎞
⎟
F = ½⎜
2
⎜
⎟
1
r
−
(
)
⎝
⎠

(10)

in this case we use the negative root r = -0.996. In simulations using similar data we
have found that correlation between the coefficient for the interaction and the
coefficients for the variables with which they are interacted are found to be negative in
almost all circumstances.
Figures 1 and 2 plot the

ΔE ( y x , w )
Δx

function and the corresponding 90% and 95%

confidence intervals. In Figure 1 we find that the 90% Fieller interval has finite bounds
(13, 24). However, from Figure 2 we note that the 95% interval is a complement of a
finite interval, with upper bound equal to 24. The 95% confidence interval indicates
that female students are significantly affected by class sizes above 24, which contrasts
with Bonesrønning (2003, pg 959) who concludes that “… females are unaffected by
5

class size”.. Similar results are obtained using the 90% confidence interval, which also
indicates that there is a significant benefit for males for class sizes smaller than 13.

(Figures 1 and 2 here)

5.

Conclusion
In this paper we have demonstrated that the partial influence function, defined

when an interaction is present in a regression, can be examined by plotting the function
at appropriate values of the interacted variable. The new material in this paper is the
development of the relationship between the Fieller Method for the construction of
confidence intervals for normally distributed random variables and the confidence
intervals we can construct for the partial influence function.
We also demonstrate how it may be possible to construct a partial influence
function and the corresponding confidence bounds for the influence of the interaction
effect from previously published results. These bounds can then be used to consider
new inferences that are not available from the traditional approach.
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Footnotes
∂E ( y x , w )

1.

Note that a similar analysis can be performed on

2.

We use the case of the continuous regressor w it can be show that these results

∂w

are the same for the discrete case.
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Figure 1:
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Figure 2:
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